Group 4 (Grade XI-XII) Sample Questions
Primary Skill: Social Media

Secondary Skill: Critical Thinking Skills

Your social media account got hacked and all your friends and acquaintances received
vulgar profanities from your account. What would you do?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Change all your social media account passwords on random basis.
Quit Social Media.
Close that account and create a new account.
Issue broadcast messages and public announcements clarifying that you were hacked and any
message or post they received from your account was not sent by you. Change all passwords on
random basis.

Answer- Option (d)
(a) Not the perfect choice.
While it would help protect your accounts, relations with your contacts
will be affected if they think that you had sent them vulgar messages.
(b) Wrong Choice.
Quitting Social Media would not help you in anyway.
(c) Not the right choice.
You would lose all your contacts if you create a new account.
(d) Perfect Choice.
Notifying your contacts would let them know that you are not responsible
for those vulgarities, and randomly changing your passwords helps protect your account.

Primary Skill: Economic Sense

Secondary Skill: Research & Analysis

If a sudden rain ruins the wheat crops in an region, and they have to pull wheat out of
the central emergency stock, what would happen to the wheat market price?
(a) As the wheat is being pulled from the government reserves, the prices will stay the same.
(b) Rain does not ruin crops. It provides water which helps plants grow more. Wheat will be significantly
cheaper.
(c) Unless the government provides subsidies, or helpful NGO's step in to help, the wheat prices will
skyrocket and the low income public will suffer.
(d) The Wheat price will rise up a little bit.
Answer- Option (c)
(a) Not the right choice.
Unlikely. While the government would step in to help, the market price for
fresh, stored or imported product will rise.
(b) Wrong choice.
When in the harvest season, Rainfall can have a drastic effect on many
crops.
(c) Perfect choice.
In democratic governments, it is often a common practice to provide
subsidies in such situations, to try and provide some relief to the poor citizens.
(d) Not the perfect choice.
This is not entirely the right option since even if the prices rise; most likely,
the government would step in to help.
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